DATA CENTRE &
COMPUTER ROOM
CLINICAL CLEANING
Generate greater productivity by increasing reliability

Redstone fit out most of the
prestigious office buildings
with the City of London and
often work under very strict
and pressurised logistics.
Partnering with 2bm to carry
out our clinical cleans means
we can confidently get on
with our day job – their
ability to deliver on time to
the necessary high quality is
second to none in
our industry.
2bm’s attention to detail and
their willingness to go above
and beyond makes them the
natural choice for Redstone.
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Modern day computer equipment is increasingly
sensitive to environmental conditions, with recent
studies showing that 75% of storage and hardware
failures are a result of factors in the environment.
The research showed whilst temperature and humidity
accounted for most, carbon and concrete dust,
together with zinc whiskers were also highlighted as
a key area of concern.
With simple things like dust and dirt having a major
impact on their operation and ultimately the efficiency
of your data centre; a regular schedule of preventative
clinical cleaning is essential.
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enabled, efficient, ready.

2bm clinical cleaning service

What constitutes computer room cleaning?

All clinical cleaning is carried out by our dedicated and
security vetted Clean Team, in line with the latest COSHH
guidelines, and with the aim of creating and maintaining a
dust free environment.

In simple terms this involves the removal of dust particles,
static and other contaminants from the room environment,
with all areas (including sub-floor) being treated with antistatic solutions.

We offer a dedicated clinical cleaning service that
encompasses the following:

How can dust affect modern equipment?

›› Initial audit to establish extent of problem and
solution required;
›› One off ‘Deep Clean;
›› On going preventative cleaning.

Why do I need my computer room
to be clinically clean?
Recent studies have shown that around 75% of Storage and
Hardware failure are caused by Environmental factors.
The main concerns are:
››
››
››
››
››

Room temperature
Humidity
Carbon dust
Concrete dust
Rust

All carried out by our dedicated and security vetted Clean
Team, in line with the latest COSHH guidelines, and with the
aim of creating and maintaining a dust free environment.

Benefits of computer room cleaning
Recent studies have shown that around 75% of Storage and
Hardware failure are caused by Environmental factors.
The main concerns are:
›› Reduced failure rate
›› Increased reliability
›› Greater productivity

In most modern Disk Storage systems, the hard disk head
hovers at just 12-13 millionths of an inch above the disk
surface. Most contaminants blown in by air conditioning,
often from the sub-floor, are three times that size and clearly
invisible to the naked eye. Were one to find its way to the
disk head it may well be enough to cause a read/write error
or even cause the head to crash.

How can I justify the extra cost?
What is the cost to your business of one hour’s downtime?
£10k? £50k? More? The cost of this preventative
maintenance is minimum when set against the risk of system
failure?

Can my own cleaners decontaminate?
All too often office cleaning duties are extended to the data
centre. At best this will give the impression of a clean room
but more often than not it serves simply to redistribute the
potentially harmful contaminants.

Will it affect the running of my computer
room?
Our services have been designed to work around the day
to day operations of your data centre. So it is business as
usually. We will also ensure that the temperature and air
flow remain constant.

Find out more
To find out more or arrange for a free site survey, please
contact us today.

Eldon Business Park, Eldon Road, Chilwell, Nottingham NG9 6DZ

t: 0115 925 6000 e: info@2bm.co.uk
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